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PROJECTIVE INTEGRAL INVARIANTS ATTACHED 
TO T H E TRAJECTORIES OF D I F F E R E N T I A L 

SYSTEMS* 

BY A. D. MICHAL 

1. Introduction, In his book on integral invariants, E. Car-
tan f showed how to every integral invariant in the sense of 
Poincaré there corresponds a more general integral invariant 
(called complete by Cartan) in an associated manifold of one 
more dimension. I t turns out, as GoursatJ has more recently 
shown, that a complete integral invariant is a Poincaré integral 
invariant attached to the trajectories of an associated differen
tial system. 

Cartan, however, did not give necessary and sufficient con
ditions; neither did he go into the question of the existence of 
other integral invariants in the same associated manifold. The 
present paper is concerned with such problems. As in my pre
vious contributions! to the subject of integral invariants, the 
tensor methods and the language of group theory will be em
ployed throughout the paper. 

2. Projective Transformations of Coordinates and Projective 
Tensors. In this paragraph and throughout our whole paper we 
shall understand that a Greek index can take on any of the values 
0 ,1 , 2, • • • , n} while a Latin index can take on any of the values 1, 
2, • • • , n. The repetition of an index in a term will be used to 
denote summation with respect to that index over all its ad
missible values. 

Let ^(x 1 , • • • , xn) be a contravariant vector in an w-dimen-
sional manifold (x1, x2, • • • , xn). Consider an associated 
(n + 1) -dimensional manifold with points having coordinates 
(x°, n) and subject to the analytic transformations 

df spi fi( /y»l /v2 . . . <vn\ 
*t/ ——" / l *v « «v « , vV / « 

(1) ®: 
~0 -_ T 0 _L /Of/pl r 2 . . . ^n\ 
U/ *V l^ J \^*V y JV y y 1/1/ J J 

dx> 
* 0 , 

* Presented to the Society, November 29, 1930. 
t E. Cartan, Leçons sur les Invariants Intégraux, 1922. 
î E. Goursat, Comptes Rendus, vol. 174 (1922), pp. 1089-1091. 
§ A. D. Michal, Transactions of this Society, vol. 29 (1927), pp. 612-646. 
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where f°(xl, 

(2) 

• , xn) satisfies the differential equation 

$<-i- = 0. 
dx' 

(3) 

THEOREM 1. The differential system 

dx" 

dr 
= %*{x\ ••• ,xn), tt° - 1), 

remains invariant in form under the coordinate transformations 
® in x°, x1, • • • , xn. 

In fact the functions £a in the transformed equations 

dxa 

= £« 

are given by 

(4) 

dx* dx{ 

dx] dx° 

dx° dx° 
*° = É' — T + {° — 

But 

= 0, = 1 and ^ = 0. 
dx° dx° dx* 

The truth of the theorem is now immediate. 
One can also verify that the transformations ® are the most 

general coordinate transformations 1 1 1 Jv y Jv j ' y Jv n that leave 
the differential equations (3) invariant in form. 

We shall use the term projective tensor* to denote a tensor 
whose components depend \ _ / l l *V J * V J * * * J V V

 n but not on x° and 
which is subject to the coordinate transformations ®. I t is ob
vious from the definition that the transformed components of a 
projective tensor depend only on x1, x2> • • • , xn and not on x°. 
As examples we may take the projective contravariant and co-
variant vectors 

* Compare with T. Y. Thomas' use of the same terminology in another con
nection. See his paper in Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 25 (1926), pp. 723-
733. 
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Aa(x\ • • •, xn) = Aff(x\ 

Aa\X , • • • , X ) — Aa\X , 

dxa 

, xn) 
dx* 

dx* 
xn) 

dxa 

A A dx» 
fl*0 

A 0 = A i 2±- -4-/10. 
A A d x 3 ^ A ' 
__ dx3' dxQ 

Ai = Ai—: + 4̂o ., 
dx% dx% 

\ J o = AQ. 

3. 50W£ Preliminary Theorems on Integral Invariants. I shall 
summarize in this paragraph a few theorems that will be found 
useful in the succeeding paragraphs. These theorems are special 
cases of some more general theorems proved by me in another 
paper.* 

THEOREM 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that 

(5) A fix* 

be an integral invariant of the one-parameter group 

dx1 

(6) — = p(x\ • • . , * » ) 
dr 

is that the f unctions Ai{xl
1 • 

differential equations 
xn) satisfy the system of tensor 

(7) 
/dAi dAA 

\dxJ dx1/ 

d(A£t) 

dx1 

The corresponding tensor differential equations for the invariance 
of the alternating form 

(8) Aij(xl> • • • , xn)dix%x]' (Aij = — Aji) 

are given by 

/dAij dAkj dAik\ 

\dxk dx1 dx3 / ^k + dx3' dx1 = 0. 

THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that (5) be an 
integral invariant that is attached] to the path curves of the group 
(6) is that the functions A t satisfy the tensor equations 

* A. D. Michal, loc. cit. 
t E. Goursat, Leçons sur le Problème de Pfaff, 1922, p. 236. 
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(bAi ÔAA 
(10) ( — - — i U / ^ o , Ai? = 0. 

\dx> dxV 

The corresponding tensor equations for the form (8) are 

/A x (àAa dAkj dAiA 
(11) ( - - U * = 0, Ai& = 0. 

\dxk dxl dx* / 
4. Linear Integral Invariants. One can easily show that a 

necessary and sufficient condition that a differential form 

(12) Aa(x
l, • • • , xn)bxa 

be an absolute form under the coordinate transformations © is 
that Ao, Ai, - - , An be the components of a projective co-
variant vector. This is the reason why we shall call the dif
ferential form (12) a projective differential form. Similar remarks 
hold good for the projective differential form 

(13) Aaf$lX?ô2xP (Aap = - Afa), 

THEOREM 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that the pro
jective differential form 

(14) Aa(x\ • • • , xn)6xa 

be an invariant of the group 

dxa 

(15) — = É"(*S • • • , *n) ( * ° s !)> 
& T 

is that the form Al{xl
y • • • , xn)ôxi be an invariant of (6) and that 

A0(x
l, - - • , xn) be a scalar invariant of (6). 

An application of Theorem 2 to the case in hand yields the 
conditions 

/dAa dAA d(A,p) 
(16) ( - )£* + ——— = 0. 

\dxfi dxa/ dxa 

Since Aa and %* are independent of x° and £°= 1, it follows by a 
simple calculation that the conditions (16) split up into the con
ditions (7) and 

dAo 
(17) £' = 0. 

dx* 

file:///dxfi
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But (7) are the conditions for the invariance of Aiôx* under the 
group (6) while (17) is, by a well known theorem of Lie, a ne
cessary and sufficient condition that Ao(x1, • • • , xn) be a scalar 
invariant of the group (6). 

THEOREM 5. A necessary and sufficient condition that the pro
jective differential form (14) be an invariant attached to the path 
curves of the group (IS) is that Aihx{ be an invariant of (6) and that 

(18) AQ(x\ • • • , *») = -A£k. 

With the aid of Theorem 3 we obtain the necessary and suffi
cient conditions 

/dAa dAA 

\dxfi dx"/ 

The first set of equations in (19) yields the conditions 

/dAi dAA dA0 dA0 

(20) ( . U ' = —~> — £ ' = 0 
\dx] dx1/ dxl dx1 

while the last equation obviously is equivalent to 

(21) Ao = - A£*. 

But the equations (20) and (21) are completely equivalent to 
the conditions (7) and (21). This completes the proof of our 
theorem. 

I t is interesting to observe that the function A0, as given by 
(18), is ipso facto a scalar invariant* of the group (6). Hence 
the attached invariant is distinguished from the unattached in
variant (considered in Theorem 4) by the fact that not only 
must Ao be a scalar invariant of the group (6) but it must have 
the particular form (18). 

THEOREM 6. There always exist projective invariants of the 
types dealt with in Theorems^ 4 and S for any chosen one-para
meter group appropriate to the case. 

CartanJ has given a number of interesting examples of pro
jective invariants of the type considered in Theorem 5. He did 

* E. Goursat, loc. cit., p. 255. 
t The same statement holds good for the invariants of Theorems 7 to IL 
% E. Cartan, loc. cit. 

file:///dxfi
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not, however, give necessary and sufficient conditions nor did he 
write the conditions in an arbitrary coordinate system. Cartan 
referred to such invariants as complete integral invariants. 
Similar remarks hold good for the corresponding projective bi
linear forms that are treated in the next paragraph. 

5. Alternating Integral Invariants. 

THEOREM 7. A necessary and sufficient condition that the 
projective differential form 

(22) Aap(x\ • • • , x^&hxP, (Aa(3 = - Afia), 

be an invariant of the group (15) is that both AijôixiÔ2XJ' and 
A ojdx]' be invariants of the group (6). 

With the aid of the second part of Theorem 2 we see that 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the invariance of (22) 
are given by the system of differential equations 

/dAafi dAyp dAay\ d(A*P) d(ApKl*) 
(23) I J £* H = 0. 

\dxv dx<* dxP / dx? dxa 

For a = i, P=j, these equations reduce to 

(24) ) £* -\ = 0, 
\dxk dx{ dx* / dxJ' dxl 

while for a = 0, jS = j> they reduce to 

\dxk dx3'/ dxJ' 

The remaining equations in (23) are automatically satisfied on 
the basis of (24) and (25). Hence our theorem follows by an 
application of Theorem 2. 

THEOREM 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that the pro
jective form (22) be an invariant attached to the path curves of the 
one-parameter group (15) is that AijôiXiÔ2X3' be an invariant of the 
group (6) and that A^ix1, • • • , xn) be given by 

(26) A^ = - i 4 « J * . 

With the aid of the second part of Theorem 3, we obtain the 
necessary and sufficient conditions 
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/dAa8 dAys dAay\ 

V dx? dxa dxP / 

As can be readily verified, these equations split up into the fol
lowing set of equations 

(28) 

fàAjj _ dA^ _ ÔAjA _ 

\ dxk dx' dx' J 

/Mç, _ dAn\ k = 

\ dxk dx') 

AM = - Aihe, Ao£k = 0. 

dA io dA /o 

dxJ' dx1 ' 

The second set of equations is automatically satisfied on the 
basis of the first set and the last equation on the basis of the 
third set. Hence (28) is completely equivalent to the system of 
equations (9) and (26). This proves our theorem. 

Definition. A linear differential form co$ will be said to be a 
relative integral invariant of a one-parameter group appropriate 
to the case whenever the bilinear covariant ô2o)81—-ôic^ is an 
invariant of the same one-parameter group. 

THEOREM 9. A necessary and sufficient condition that Aaôxa be 
a relative projective integral invariant of the group (15) is that 
Aibx1 be a relative integral invariant of (6) and that A0 satisfy the 
differential equation 

(29) 
dA, 

dxk e = K, 

where K is any chosen constant. 

In fact, with the aid of Theorem 7 one can deduce without 
much difficulty the necessary and sufficient conditions 

d(Aik!-
k) d(Aitp) 

(30) 
dx' dx* 

0, 

/dAoi 

\d 

40 , dA0k\ 

xk dx'J 
l i ' + ^ - O , 

dx> 

where Aa0=dAa/dxP — dAp/dx". Now the second set of equa
tions (30) reduces to 
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d / a i o \ 

dxJ'\dxk / 

which proves our theorem. 

THEOREM 10. A necessary and sufficient condition that Aaàxa 

be a relative projective invariant attached to the path curves of the 
group (15) is that* 

(a) the Pfaffian equation 

, , /dAi dAA 
(31) dAo = I At'dx' 

\dxJ' dxV 
be completely integrable; 

(b) A0 satisfy the equation (31). 

We leave the details of proof to the reader for lack of space. 

6. Concluding Remarks. The preceding paragraph was con
cerned with alternating projective differential forms and the 
reader may now wonder whether there are corresponding theo
rems for symmetric projective forms 

(32) gap(xl, ' ' ' , Xn)ôXaÔX0, (gap = g$a) • 

There is a partial negative answer to this query, for there does 
not exist a non-degenerate projective form (32) (that is, a form 
with a non-vanishing discriminant) attached to the path curves 
of the group (15). However, the following theorem holds good. 

THEOREM 11. A necessary and sufficient condition that (32) 
be a projective invariant of the group (15) is that g^-ox^x3' and 
giodx* be invariants of the group (6) and that g00 be a scalar invar
iant of (6). 

CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

* As an interesting application we observe that for the case of the Hamilton 
canonical equations, the Hamiltonian H (qt p) is the unique function, up to an 
additive constant, in the relative invariant piÔq+AoM. 


